Exhibit G
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: David Hanna <davebob@pvco.net>
Date: February 17, 2011 9:52:20 PM CST
To: Denise Davis <dendav93@austin.rr.com>
Subject: redist issues

1. Dallas. Lose two seats. Both will have to be R's b/c all D seats are minority. It may get worse. If it is possible to draw third Hispanic seat, you’ll need to do that too. That would be a 3rd seat. Four Black seats (as now) looks doable.

2. Houston--Like last time Houston comes out to 24.41 seats. Many will want to round up again as LRB did but this causes legal issues w. county line rule. Politically popular w. Harris County but legally more risky. Should do 24 but this will mean the loss of another R seat since all D seats are minority. (Hochberg has Hispanic seat).

3. Corpus--Two seats only; three R's. And worse one of the seats will probably have to be more Hispanic than the other and probably elect a D. Not sure on this but preclearance likely an issue here.

4. Beaumont--Losing people and Black seat real short too. This will be tough to solve.

Pop loss in W Texas, though El Paso looks OK for five seats. Pop loss in East Texas and limited number of valid county combos.
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